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Perception Beats Reality in Pricing

When managers make decisions on pricing, a fundamental question sometimes goes unasked: Will customers notice?

Price wars have broken out in consumer industries
around the world. It’s no secret that retailers such as
ALDI, Amazon and Walmart have used price to position themselves against traditional competitors in their
markets, pinching margins all around. Financial asset
managers have been out-price-cutting one another in
exchange-traded funds in a bid to gain market share.
Major US telecommunications carriers now compete
ﬁercely on price as they try to win new customers. And
airlines are gearing up for a price war on trans-Atlantic
routes as some low-cost carriers plan service between
the US and Europe.

All too often they do not, and what ultimately matters is
how customers perceive the price point. Most companies—luxury purveyors aside—want to be perceived by
consumers as having lower prices, relative to competitors, than actual shelf prices warrant. A retailer with average prices that are 10% higher than a key competitor’s
would love to be perceived as being only 5% higher.
If consumer perception does not align with the company’s intent, expensive investments in tactics such as
coupons will be undercut. Other techniques, such as
signage and clear communication, may cost less and
help consumers understand a brand’s position in the
price-value equation. Lower-cost alternatives often do a
similar or better job of improving perception than the
tactic of reducing the actual list price.

These companies are reducing prices because they believe that will boost their perceived value to consumers,
who implicitly weigh price against product features
and beneﬁts in their purchase decisions. As pressure
intensiﬁes to reduce prices, either by cutting the list
price or offering a discount, companies may act hastily,
without the same rigor they apply to investments elsewhere, such as capital deployment or product enhancements. Yet, changing prices can have an even greater
effect on company ﬁnancials.

There are clear winners and losers in the battle for pricing credit from consumers. Bain & Company and ROI

Figure 1: Retailers get more or less credit from consumers for their shelf prices
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Source: Bain/ROI Consultancy Services (formerly PollBuzzer) consumer survey and store visits in Atlanta and Washington, DC, 2016 (n=2,155)
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Consultancy Services (formerly PollBuzzer) recently
surveyed almost 2,200 consumers in Atlanta and
Washington, DC, about the prices at eight retail chains
carrying groceries. We found that retailers get more or
less credit for their pricing than actual shelf prices
would suggest (see Figure 1).

value equation. Bain’s grocery survey shows that half of
consumers’ monthly spending goes to stores that are
not the consumer’s primary store.
Managing price perception, not just pricing structure
and actual price points, thus has become a critical capability for ﬁrms in consumer markets.

For example, one retailer’s reputation as an upscale
discounter, built through its store and product design,
has given consumers the perception that it charges a
price premium, when in fact its prices run slightly lower than the average in the two cities. Its pricing strategy
does not mesh with its overall proposition to customers, with the result that the retailer does not get the
pricing credit it deserves. One option for improving
the situation might be for the retailer to raise its prices
slightly, since customers have already baked the premium into their shopping decisions.

Mapping a path to improved perception
So how can companies get more credit from consumers beyond shelf price in order to build trafﬁc and earn
loyalty with their target customers?
Companies can choose among more than 15 tactics in
these four categories: offering lower prices, shouting
out those prices, giving great deals and tailoring the
experience (see Figure 2). The right combination, of
course, depends on a company’s sector, strategy and
proposition to customers.

In another example, many consumers believe that Amazon offers at or near the lowest prices on a broad
range of goods, even when that’s not the case. In fact,
Amazon strategically selects the products, such as bestselling items, on which to compete aggressively and
charges relatively more on others. In one study,
Jet.com was cheaper than Amazon by 27%. This
dynamic plays out in other industries as well. Southwest Airlines, an early low-cost carrier, is still widely
perceived as a low-price leader, yet some studies have
shown that its price advantage has eroded over time.
The continued perception of low-price leadership is
even more remarkable considering Southwest bundles
checked baggage with the price of the ticket, while other carriers have lower price points for passengers traveling with only carry-on bags.

A traditional grocer that caters mainly to higherincome customers, for instance, needs to have the
whole assortment of grocery items and strong perceived quality. It would focus on very targeted moves,
including key value items, promotions and signage,
rather than on tactics that would signiﬁcantly change
the proposition, such as out-of-store advertising, price
matching or coupons.
A discount grocer, by contrast, typically uses privatelabel goods to inﬂuence price perceptions. Since its
customers are less sensitive to product quality and
breadth, the discounter can offer a narrower assortment, letting it present a lower-price and lower-end image in stores.

Intense competition on pricing pervades many industries, which makes consumer perception more important than ever. Aggregator and comparison websites
have brought greater price visibility and ease of product comparison to banking, insurance, hotels and other consumer markets. It’s also easier for consumers to
split their spending among different providers, depending on which ﬁrms offer the best perceived price-

To determine which of these tactics to deploy, a company should ﬁrst gain a deeper understanding of its
current price position vs. consumers’ perceptions.
Checking its prices against competitors’ prices on comparable items will reveal actual price gaps. Then, determining consumers’ perceptions will show whether and
how they perceive those price gaps.
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Figure 2: Various tactics can inﬂuence price perception
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Executing a pricing strategy effectively requires that all
the relevant parts of the organization—merchandising, marketing, operations, suppliers and the senior
executive team—agree on the pricing strategy itself
and on the tactics to shape accurate perceptions. Teams
responsible for pricing can then continually experiment with pricing tactics to learn what works with particular segments of customers.

The next task is to identify the factors that have the strongest inﬂuence on perception. These can be gleaned
through in-store visits and surveys asking consumers
about the retailer’s signage, promotions and so on. Their
answers can be compared with responses giving more or
less credit than deserved on price positions. If consumers perceive that a chain’s prices are lower than they really are, the analysis can home in on the areas in which
consumers think the retailer outperforms.

The experience of a European discount apparel retailer
illustrates the power of a disciplined price-perception
program. Facing stiff competition from other fashion
discounters, the retailer fought back by slashing prices
across the board but did not realize the anticipated
beneﬁts in price image and sales volume. It decided to
step back and take a more nuanced approach. The retailer analyzed its price positions and customer perceptions, which yielded important insights. In a nutshell,
consumers incorrectly perceived that the company had
higher prices than its key competitor. One reason was

Data on the factors forming perception is the foundation of a plan to build an effective price image. The
plan will likely include a mix of direct price changes
and indirect tactics like rewards programs. Insights
from surveys and store visits should link directly to the
company’s strategy so that every subsequent price
move will create the greatest possible value and stay
true to the brand. While pricing perception will advance the overall strategy, it’s not the whole solution;
pricing perception should be combined with a solid
shelf-price structure.
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Figure 3: How an apparel retailer deﬁned rules and tactics for product categories
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that the retailer offered far more price points than its
competitors, which confused people. Also, the company discovered that customers were more price sensitive about certain product categories, like children’s
T-shirts and adults’ sweaters.

don’t give the company sufﬁcient credit on its relative
price position. Using and properly implementing more
indirect tactics, such as signage and private label, on
the other hand, may have an outsized impact on pricing perception—a proven and effective route to sustainable gains and proﬁtable revenue growth.

The retailer deﬁned clear roles for product categories,
based on customers’ perceptions of products and
whether a category has a halo effect, inﬂuencing how
people perceive the retailer’s value overall (see Figure 3).
It reﬁned communications about pricing so they were
consistent with the price images the retailer wanted to
portray, and it reduced the number of price points. As
a result of the program, the company was able to
achieve its target price image, develop stronger internal pricing capabilities and grow revenues by roughly 1%.
As this retailer discovered, there is a lot more to pricing
power than just adjusting prices. Directing investments to lower prices may not supercharge sales.
Worse, it might backﬁre if consumers’ perceptions
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